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Who is this guy?
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🚨 ALERT!



Agenda

◉ Tell me why
◉ Ways to do it
◉ Tools
◉ Data Analysis Process 
◉ Practice makes it perfect
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Why is Data Analysis 
important for QAs?

🙌
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Why is this important?

◉ Assess the quality of the software
◉ Communicate that properly to stakeholders
◉ Determine root causes / areas of improvement
◉ Monitor effectiveness of improvement 

initiatives
◉ Monitor and improve software development 

process
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Why is this important?
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Impactful Use of Data
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Impactful Use of Data
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◉ Adoption of Technical Standards 



Impactful Use of Data

17https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzyQlIIYGHA

More details:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzyQlIIYGHA


Impactful Use of Data
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◉ Operational Metrics: Accelerate 4KM 



Impactful Use of Data
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-Axtl8L9Fk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-Axtl8L9Fk


Impactful Use of Data
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◉ Hitting 99.9% Availability 



Impactful Use of Data
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🙊



Different Approaches
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Different Approaches
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Different Approaches
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◉ Easy to operate 
◉ Most of visualizations outside of the box
◉ Wide range of data types
◉ Complex calculations
◉ Go-to for simple analysis and fast results



Different Approaches
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Different Approaches
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Different Approaches
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◉ Handle larger / complex datasets
◉ Simplified advanced analytics 
◉ Customization
◉ Automate full-process
◉ Data from multiple sources
◉ Easy to reproduce
◉ Better error handling and identification



Tools
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Google Colab
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◉ Free computing resources in the cloud
◉ Cloud “IDE”
◉ Main libraries installed
◉ No need for setup. Start doing
◉ Data Analysis, Processing, Machine Learning …



Google Colab
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◉ https://colab.research.google.com/

https://colab.research.google.com/


NumPy
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◉ Numerical Python Library
◉ Does the Scientific/Math job for you
◉ Easy to load and manipulate data
◉ Data Cleaning
◉ Statistical analysis
◉ …
◉ Used mostly for 🚀



NumPy
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◉ Docs: https://numpy.org/doc/ 

https://numpy.org/doc/


Pandas
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◉ Python Data Analysis Library
◉ Used on top / complementary to NumPy
◉ Reshaping / transforming data
◉ Exploratory Analysis
◉ Time series analysis
◉ …
◉ Use this >90% of the time



Pandas
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◉ Docs: https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/ 

https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/


Pandas
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◉ See it in action: https://bit.ly/ta23pa 

https://bit.ly/ta23pa


Matplotlib
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◉ Low level library for visualizations
◉ Super customizable
◉ Pretty verbose
◉ Long learning curve for complex viz



Seaborn
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◉ High level library for visualizations
◉ Built on top of Matplotlib
◉ Standard viz available
◉ Less verbose
◉ Not so customizable



Matplotlib & Seaborn
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◉ Reality: Use them both
◉ Docs: 

○ https://matplotlib.org/stable/index.html
○ https://seaborn.pydata.org/ 

https://matplotlib.org/stable/index.html
https://seaborn.pydata.org/


Matplotlib & Seaborn
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◉ See them in Action:
◉ https://bit.ly/ta23viz 

https://bit.ly/ta23viz


Put them in use!
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Put them in use!

◉ Load the Data
◉ Clean it up
◉ Transform it
◉ Visualize
◉ Draw Conclusions
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Put them in use!

◉ Action: https://bit.ly/ta23fe 
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https://bit.ly/ta23fe


Wrap up

◉ Why Data Analysis is important for QAs
◉ Some Examples
◉ Excel vs. Programmatic
◉ Python-based tooling
◉ Your first data analysis with Python!!
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Thank you! 
Questions?

Andrei Danilov
/in/andreidanilov
danilov.es




